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Cat c12 problems ............cam follower tore up cam, now ...
On a caterpillar C12 engine, if the fuel is at a lot cooler temperature than normal operating conditions would the fuel temperature sensor call for more fuel or less fuel to be injected into the …
Viewing a thread - A 1998 C12 Cat versus a 2003 C12 Cat
cat c12 problems ..... cam follower tore up cam, now ... We have a 2004 T800 KW that now has a Cat C12 engine with hole in the block and cracked head after only 270,000 miles. Can the C12 be replaced with a 2007 or newer C13 to make it CARB conpliant?
CAT problems | Expedite Trucking Forums
(NEW) Caterpillar C12 Diesel Engine For Sale (70-PIN-ECM) Ar # 212-3802, Serial # BCY00350, MAX ADV 515 HP @ 2200 RPM, CATERPILLAR Engine Family 5CPXL12.0ESK, 0 MILE, 0 HOUR CRATE ENGINE, NEW FROM CATERPILLAR! WARRANTY! Engines are dispatched withing 24 hours of recieving payment! Comes Exactly a...
Caterpillar C12 Engine For Sale - 138 Listings ...
The C12.9 marine propulsion engine is ideal for high performance marine applications including yachts, fishing vessels, military vessels, governmental vessels and various other commercial high performance marine applications. The C12.9 is designed to be integrated with both the Cat Three60 Precision Control shaft line maneuvering and engine control solution as well as other marine industry ...
Cat | C12.9 | Caterpillar
hey guys,i got a 98 cat c12 engine in a western-star.the engine is blowing huge amounts of black smoke when i accelerate.engine surges-ect. i checked the fuel filters,airfilters,i am thinking its a sensor issue? any help would be appreciated.(p.s-this is the last electronic engine i will have!!!!)
Cat C-12 Torque Specifications | It Still Runs
Wow what a lot of problems. Got no solution for you, just knows what works for us. We have a C12 engine 450000 miles on the engine, we use nothing but Cat filters,anti freeze,Cat litter (jk), we don't often lug it up mountains, and it gets totally awesome mileage, no drips, leaks, or other undesirables.
Caterpillar ECM problem fuel problem
New Ulm,MN: the trucking company I work had rough 200+ of c13 engines when they first came out.few of them did not make 70 miles,had to replace the motor cause of no power. when the c13s got to 200000 to 250000 miles,all of them got overhauled do to oil consumption and lack of power,spent several months doing tests overhaul was the only answer.when these engines got to 450000 to 500000 mile ...
news: Caterpillar sued over C13/C15 engine problems
I recently Blocked the wastegate on the CAT turbo and now, boost is up to 30+ lbs, and less smoke (minimally less). The driver says it runs faster, and he now can keep up with the 500 in the Mack, even though his unit runs about 80,000 vs. 74, 000 for the Mack. Question 1 is: Is it safe to do the to a CAT c-12. EGTS are lower, power is up.
Blown C12 - The Rest of the Story - Engines - FMCA RV ...
The Caterpillar C12 is a 732 cubic-inch, diesel, air-to-air cooled engine, 12-valve engine. The engine's cylinder bore has a diameter of 5.1 inches and a piston stroke length of 5.9 inches. This engine is turbocharged and the rotation of the gears from flywheel end is counterclockwise.
I got a problem with my ecm for caterpillar C12 may u help ...
Caterpillar claims that the primary failure mode for the C12 from overspeed is valve/piston failure when the Jake is activated. I have heard from several RVers who have destroyed their engines because of “valve problems.”
cat c12 problems - ATHS
Engine Overhaul Kits available for the Cat® C12 Engine. Shop the official Cat® Parts Store.
Cat® C12 On-Highway Truck Engine Overhaul Kits
Worked at a Cat TEPS dealer for truck engines. C-12 is a good motor. Expect to do a head gasket and Cam/Followers between 750 and 1 million. These problems are common, ask around and you'll find out. Other than that, a good engine, the fixes are out so you will really only have to do them once.
Cat | C12 | Caterpillar
World Dangerous Idiots Bulldozer Heavy Equipment Operator Skill - Fastest Underwater Dozers Driving - Duration: 11:48. Great Machinery Recommended for you
Viewing a thread - Cat C-13 engine, good and bad. It is a 2005
Cat C-12 Torque Specifications by Andrew Cohen . Caterpillar is a major corporation that produces heavy machinery and equipment for industrial, agricultural and commercial use. The C12 diesel engine was designed by Caterpillar for on-highway use in vehicles such as buses, large trucks and vans. This engine is part of Caterpillar's new diesel ...
Are C12 Cat engines a good motor - Engines - Let's Truck
Problems of C-12 engines; tend to be water pump weep hole can become plugged, thus when water pump seal leaks, it pushes coolant into the oil pan. Next: the cylinder head gasket can seep coolant into the oil pan, BUT the new procedure and head gasket is a excellent repair= have great success, so if this has been done, it should be fine.
CAT C-12 and MORE power!!!! | Turbo Diesel Register
Cat® C12 Diesel Marine Propulsion Engines, with ratings of 340-490 bhp (254-366 bkW) at 1800-2300 rpm, meet IMO II emission standards with the exception of the 497 mhp (490 bhp) rating at 2300 rpm which meets IMO I emissions standards. The C12 takes full advantage of the electronically controlled unit injection fuel system, resulting in an environmentally friendly engine with outstanding ...

C12 Caterpillar Engine Problems
I used to drive a day cab columbia with a c12 hauling trash out of nyc, the truck would run 24 hrs a day for 5/6 days a week. They took a lot of abuse and kept on running, didnt get good fuel mileage or good maintenance, and used alot of oil, but I think if one was properly taken care of it would a good motor
Caterpillar C12 Engine Specifications | It Still Runs
Caterpillar sued over C13/C15 engine problems. 20 August 2010. Caterpillar is being sued by frustrated customers over failures, ineffective repairs and financial losses in C13 and C15 ACERT engines, according to a report by Truckinginfo.com.
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